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Apstrakt
Predmet ovog rada je fenomenologija kvantne medicine i kvantno-holografske implikacije. To je od
posebnog zna~aja zbog šire primene integrativne medicine u razvijenim zemljama - pošto savremena istra`ivanja psihosomatskih bolesti ukazuju na neophodnost primene holisti~kih metoda, orijentisanih na tretiranje ~oveka kao celine a ne bolesti kao simptoma poreme}aja te celine, impliciraju}i
njihovo makroskopsko kvantno poreklo. U fokusu ovih kvantno-holisti~kih metoda su telesni
akupunkturni sistem i svest, koji pokazuju strukturu kvantno-holografske Hopfildove asocijativne
neuronske mre`e, sa memorijskim atraktorima kao mogu}om kvantno-holografskom informacionom
osnovom psihosomatskih bolesti, od posebnog zna~aja za kvantnu medicinu.

1. INTRODUCTION
Most of contemporary textbooks in biophysics are of the reductionist type, mainly dedicated to the molecular biophysics and
methods of biomolecular characterization, to a lesser number consider processes in the cellular level, and rarely are committed to a
holistic integrative level of the organism and biosphere (which
includes social and environmental aspects, biometeorology,
geomedicine, chronobiology, psychosomatics, consciousness,
homeopathy, acupuncture, yoga, meditation, transpersonal psychology) [1] - although this trend is beginning to change with wider
application of integrative medicine in the developed countries [2].
Namely, contemporary investigations of psychosomatic diseases imply the necessity of application of holistic methods, oriented to healing the person as a whole and not disease as a symptom
of disorder of the whole, implying their macroscopic quantum origin [3,4]. In the focus of these quantum-holistic methods are body's
acupuncture system and consciousness - which have quantuminformational structure of quantum-holographic Hopfield associative neural network, within the Feynman propagator version of
Schrödinger equation [5] - with surprisingly significant psychosomatic implications for Quantum Medicine.

2. PHENOMENOLOGY OF QUANTUM MEDICINE
AND QUANTUM-HOLOGRAPHIC IMPLICATIONS
Acupuncture system is an ancient Chinese concept of the energy-informational channels/meridians and points, responsible for
psychosomatic health and illness [3,6-9]. The quantum electromagnetic (EM)/ionic basis of the acupuncture system (of non-threshold
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electrical gap- junction (GJ) synapses [10,11]) is implied by resonant windows in frequency and intensity in tissue interactions with
extremely weak 'non-threshold' EM fields [12] (undetectable by
nervous system of 'threshold' electrochemical synapses [3,4]), as
well as quantum-coherent characteristics (highly resonant
microwave sensory response of the disordered organism, biologically efficient nonthermal microwave radiation of extremely low
intensity and energy, and neglecting microwave energy losses
across acupuncture meridians) and successes of the RussianUkrainian school of microwave (MW) resonance therapy [13-18] which is now associated with the appearance of Quantum
Medicine.
Microwave Resonance Therapy (MRT) of the acupuncture system was internationally introduced by Sit'ko and collaborators in
1989, at the International Symposium in Kiev, when an expert commission headed by British theoretical physicists Fröhlich proclaimed MRT as a perspective approach in the regulation of living
systems, and MRT clinical results as highly efficient. MRT also
appears under other synonyms: SWT (Short Wave Therapy), MWT
(Milimetre Wave Therapy), IWT (Information Wave Therapy). The
method originates from the former USSR in mid-1960's with the
advent of unique broadband backward-wave tube oscillators by
two radioelectronics groups of the USSR Academy of Sciences,
originally used in military industry and satellite communications.
The interest in influence of EM MW radiation upon non-human
biological objects appeared shortly afterwards (Zalubovskaya in
Kharkow and Devyatkov et al in Moscow), but necessity for application of MRT upon acupuncture points was discovered only in the
early 1980's (Sit'ko et al in Kiev) as appearance of sharply-resonant
characteristic eigenfrequencies of human organism - which successfully stimulated development of the second generation of
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coherent, the third generation of noise spectrum MW generators,
and finally fourth generation of noise spectrum CEM (Controlled
Energy Materials) MW generators with changeable therapeutic
oscillators in mid-2000's (Tkachenko et al in Nizhniy Novgorod).
The coherent spectrum MW generators with manually changeable
frequency (from 52 to 70 GHz) are far less suitable in practice,
because of much longer seeking of the resonant frequency, dependent on individual properties of the organism and the subjective state
of the patient, which can result in therapeutic mistakes and overdosing. On the other hand, the noise spectrum MW generators
enable simultaneous excitation of all possibly therapeutic resonance MW frequencies (52-78 GHz), and an organism continuously resonantly responds to currently appropriate (and changeable
during therapy) frequency. Finally, the noise spectrum CEM MW
generators with changeable therapeutic oscillators provide unique
possibility to initially record an biologically-active-zone (BAZ)
MW spectrum (biologically resonant in both frequency and intensity) by BAZ-influenced changeable oscillator, and subsequently to
re-emit the BAZ MW spectrum by the oscillator in this very zone thus enabling resonant shallowing of the acupuncture disordered
state in favor of deepening of the attracting acupuncture healthy
state.
By affecting the appropriate acupuncture points by MRT generators, remarkable clinical results of the treatment are being
achieved in the prevention and therapy of stress, as well as in many
psychosomatic disorders (cardiovascular, respiratory, gastro-intestinal, nefro-urologic, endocrine, gynecological, neurological, psychiatric, dermatological, orthopedic and traumatologic, ophthalmologic, ORL, stomatologic, pediatric, addictions ...) - with average
efficiency of 82% in chronic and up to 100% in acute diseases, tested on population of several millions of patients of different
pathologies in several thousands of MRT cabinets in Ukraine and
Russia. On the other hand, the MRT is rarely contra-indicated (only
in the cases of acute pain in abdomen demanding an operation,
pregnancy, and menstruation cycle). The recommended MRT treatment at an acupuncture point is maximum 10 minutes, while the
duration of the whole treatment is maximum 20 minutes, applied
daily. Ten treatments in a course are applied (except in very difficult stadiums of diseases when they have to be prolonged), with
minimum pause of 21 days and optimal of one month, in case a
repeated course is necessary. The specific course of prophylaxis is
advised at every 6 months.
MRT is practical realization of the Prigogine theory of selforganization of living systems [19]. On this line, Sit'ko and collaborators have proposed in early 1980's that the acupuncture system
is a macroscopic quantum dynamic structure [15,16] which might
be simply visualized [20,21] as differentiated at the locations of
maxima of three-dimensional standing waves, formed as a result of
the reflection of coherent MW Fröhlich excitations [22] of molecular sub-units in the cell membranes, proteins, microtubules etc supported also by other investigations which have demonstrated
that differentiation of gap junctions (through which an evolutionary
older type of inter-cell communications is achieved, including
acupuncture [10,11], whose conductivity can be modulated by
intra-cell pH-factor, Ca2+-ions, neurotransmitters and second messengers - and even by voltage) is slightly sensitive to voltage [23].
In that context an explanation for efficiency of the MRT, as
noninvasive non-pharmacological medical treatment, should be
sought [20,21]. So, some disorders in the organism give rise to
deformation in the standing wave structure of electrical field of the
organism in the MW region, which influences corresponding
changes in the spatial structure of the acupuncture system, and consequently its resonant frequencies, resulting in some disease; during the therapy, applying the MW sound at corresponding acupuncture point the excited acupuncture system of the patient is relaxing
to the previous healthy condition, while reaching normal resonant
frequencies responses of its meridians upon the wide spectrum
MW source - and following to physiological mechanisms of the
acupuncture regulation the organism biochemically overcomes the
disease.

On the other hand, there is a strong evidence that acupuncture
system is related to consciousness, provided by novel Meridian
(Psycho) Therapies (with very fast removing of traumas, phobias,
allergies, post-traumatic stress, and other psychosomatic disorders
[24-26]) - whose simultaneous effects of visualization and tapping/touching of some acupuncture points might be interpreted as
a 'smearing' of memory attractors of the psychosomatic disorders,
through successive imposing of new boundary conditions in the
acupuncture energy-state space during visualizations of the psychosomatic problems [26, 27]. So, Meridian (Psycho) Therapies
(alongside with psychosomatically healing positively-visualizing
Meditation [28]) might be also categorized into the field of
Quantum Medicine [4].
Also, in-deterministic manifestations of free will [4,29-31]necessarily imply that consciousness must have deeper quantum origin. But, as demonstrated by quantum-coherent characteristics of
the MRT therapy [17] (highly MW sensory response of the disordered organism, biologically efficient nonthermal MW radiation of
the extremely low intensity, and neglecting MW energy losses
alongside acupuncture meridians) - the acupuncture system is the
only macroscopic quantum system in our body (while brain still
seems not to be [32]). This is the reason that consciousness is related to its MW ultralow-frequency-modulated EM field of the
acupuncture system, in the framework of the author's biophysical
quantum-holographic/quantum-relativistic model of consciousness
[4, 31, 33-36].
Finally, as Peruš's theoretical investigations show that any
quantum system has formal mathematical structure of the quantumholographic Hopfield-like associative neural network [5] - then
memory attractors of the acupuncture network can be treated as
psychosomatic disorders representing EM/MW (quantum)holistic
records (and could be therefore removed only holistically, supported by an extreme efficiency of the microwave resonance therapy
and meridian (psycho)therapies) - which might represent biophysical basis of (quantum)holistic local psychosomatics [4,26,31,3436].

3. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the phenomenology of Quantum Medicine is considered, with special emphasis on Microwave Resonance Therapy
(MRT). Put in the framework of quantum-holographic informatics,
for modeling psychosomatic functions the subtle biophysical
Hopfield-like quantum-holographic body's acupuncture neural networks are applied.
This might represent a natural framework for explanation of
psychosomatic diseases related to somatization of generated memory attractor's states of the open macroscopic quantum acupuncture
system (created as a result of interaction with environment and
quantum-holographically projected upon lower hierarchical cellular level, thus changing the expression of genes), but also for explanation of extreme efficiency of the Microwave Resonance Therapy
and Meridian (Psycho)Therapies - with significant psychosomatic
implications for Quantum Medicine.
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Abstract
The subject of this paper is phenomenology of Quantum Medicine and its quantum-holographic
implications. This is of special importance because of wider application of integrative medicine in
developed countries – as contemporary research of psychosomatic diseases indicates the necessity
of application of holistic methods, oriented to the treatment of man as a whole and not diseases as
symptoms of disorders of this wholeness, implying their macroscopic quantum origin. The focus of
these quantum-holistic methods are body’s acupuncture system and consciousness, which exhibit a
structure of quantum-holographic Hopfield-like associative neural network, with memory attractors
as a possible quantum-holographic informational basis of psychosomatic diseases, of special importance for Quantum Medicine.
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